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Gun violence on college campuses has 
become a reality for many people in the 
United States, and the Puget Sound 
community is no exception. According 
to The News Tribune, 21-year-old Alex 
Kjellesvik, not a student at the University, 
has been charged with two counts of first-
degree assault. The security alert sent by the 
University to students states that Kjellesvik 
fired  10 shots at campus security officers 
around 3 a.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 3. 
Kjellesvik began generating noise 
complaints on campus around 2:30 a.m. 
on Tuesday morning, Badham reported. 
Kjellesvik’s vehicle had broken down at the 
intersection of North 13th Street and North 
Lawrence Street, where he had initially 
told security he was waiting for a friend to 
come. When Kjellesvik continued this noisy 
behavior without showing signs of leaving, 
security approached the vehicle again to 
tell him he needed to leave. Kjellesvik 
became hostile toward security, but was not 
exhibiting violent behavior at this time. 
Eventually, Kjellesvik left the vehicle at 
North 13th Street and Lawrence Street and 
began walking toward Alder Street. Security 
followed at a distance and was in contact 
with Tacoma Police Department (TPD) 
by radio. When the suspect crossed Alder, 
according to Badham, he then turned and 
fired shots at the two security officers. The 
officers were able to quickly move behind a 
tree and were not hit by any bullets.
No one was hurt in this incident, which 
Director of Security Todd Badham 
attributes to the way the situation was 
handled by security staff. 
“I don’t think we could have hoped for a 
better response,” Badham said. 
Not only did the two full-time security 
personnel remain vigilant and aware of 
the situation as it developed, but they were 
also in contact with TPD from the very 
beginning. 
“The University makes a huge investment 
in communication… with TPD,” Badham 
said. “That basically was what allowed this 
situation to be handled well.”
This isn’t the first shooting on the 
University of Puget Sound campus. On 
April 25, 2012, a man suspected of breaking 
into vehicles on the campus fired one shot 
when he dropped his firearm in a struggle 
with Security Services officers. According to 
the Tacoma News Tribune, he attempted to 
fire again at Security officers but the gun did 
not discharge and he fled the scene. No one 
was injured in that incident. 
Last spring, Security Services increased 
the number of full-time staff to ensure at 
least two full-time security officers were on 
duty every shift and the University added 
Kevlar bulletproof vests to the list of the 
full-time staff ’s equipment, which includes 
pepper spray. They also modified the job 
description for student staff so they do not 
respond to calls. 
“They are observers and reporters,” 
Badham said. 
This move was made to ensure the safety 
of students working for security. 
“I am super concerned about the safety of 
my staff,” Badham said. “I have great human 
beings working for me; we want to make 
sure we take good care of them.”
Badham and Dean of Students Mike 
Segawa have also attempted to improve 
communication flow and address the 
wellbeing of the greater community of 
students, faculty and staff in the days after 
this incident. 
On the evening of Tuesday, Nov. 3, Segawa, 
Badham and a number of other staff held 
an event to address student concerns and 
create a space for students to freely express 
emotion surrounding the shooting. 
Many students were concerned with the 
delay in communication from security, as 
they did not receive notification of the 
situation until about forty minutes after the 
shots were fired. According to the Tacoma 
News Tribune, two students contacted 
Tacoma News Tribune following the shooting 
in 2012 complaining that notification was 
not sent in a timely fashion. 
Badham and Segawa expressed 
understanding of these concerns, as it was 
stressful for students to have heard the shots 
and watch as police arrived without knowing 
what was happening, but the situation was 
resolved almost immediately after the shots 
were fired. They said that with the suspect 
in custody directly following the incident, 
there was no need for the campus to go 
Every  two minutes, someone is raped in 
the United States, and a third of women in 
Washington State have been raped in their 
lifetime. 90% of college-aged  survivors 
know their attacker, according to the 
Washington Coalition of Sexual Assault 
Programs.   According to  Security Services’ 
Annual Report, 7 rapes were reported on 
or near campus alone, and according to the 
RAINN (Rape, Abuse and Incest National 
Network), 68% of rapes go unreported. 
It is statistics like these that Take Back the 
Night (TBTN) aims to change, according 
to the event’s webpage, which states, “We 
aim to end sexual assault, domestic violence, 
dating violence, sexual abuse and all other 
forms of sexual violence.” The event, a march 
and “speak out” for survivors of sexual assault 
and power-based personal violence, occurred 
at Puget Sound on Nov. 4th.  
“The primary goal is to both stand in 
solidarity with sexual assault survivors and 
to draw attention to violence on our campus. 
UPS isn’t exempt from rape culture by any 
means, so it’s important to actively push back 
against societal norms defined by violence,” 
SIRGE coordinator and TBTN organizer 
Aryeh Conrad said.   
“It’s not acceptable that unwanted sexual 
advances occur at all and it’s disgusting that 
a significant portion  of the human race 
exhibits a normative attitude toward that 
behavior,” said sophomore Kyle Miller, an 
attendee of the event.  
Take Back the Night began in the 1970s 
and has  been an event on college campuses 
ever since, according to Conrad.   The 
event originally was focused on women, 
but Conrad aimed to have TBTN be an 
inclusive space in terms of gender identity. 
Over 200 march for Take Back the Night 
By Casey O’Brien
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Shots fired at Puget Sound Security 
Officers, man arrested
Shots fired: (Right) The suspect fled along 13th across 
Alder before firing at Security Services officers who were 
pursuing him. The suspect fired five shots before 
reloading and firing five more. 
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survivor, it was extremely important to make 
the space accessible for all survivors, and not 
frame the march as a women-only event. 
Trans and non-binary people are frequently 
not included in conversations on violence, 
and men are frequently underrepresented as 
well—despite people of all gender identities 
experiencing power-based personal violence. 
Obviously it’s important to draw attention to 
the high rates of woman-identified victims, 
but it’s also important to acknowledge men, 
and trans & non-binary people,” Conrad 
said.   
The crowd of students attending identified 
as men, women and many other gender 
identities, and for some, this gender diversity 
was a very powerful aspect of the event. 
“It’s so cool to see cis men here, taking 
responsibility for the culture we live in and 
their part in it,” sophomore Sam Bainbridge 
said, who attended the march this year and 
last.   
Over 200 students showed up to 
demonstrate their support, making posters 
that read things like “Shatter the Silence,” 
“Consent is Necessary” and more. “It’s so 
wonderful to see more than double the 
number of people that were here last year,” 
sophomore Grace Piccard, who has attended 
Take Back the Nights both years since she 
began at Puget Sound, said.  
The students left from Wyatt and marched 
through campus shouting chants about 
ending violence and rape culture. When 
passing the president’s house, the students 
yelled, “Out of Ron Thom’s house, into the 
street! Take Back the Night!” Following the 
march, University of Washington, Tacoma 
Professor and sex crimes researcher Alissa 
Ackerman gave a talk on ending rape 
culture and the importance of solidarity 
and empowerment for survivors.  “Survivors 
are all around you. We are everywhere,” 
Ackerman said.  
The event ended with a “speak out” for 
survivors of sexual assault—an open forum 
where people shared their stories, often to 
loud applause.  
“There’s something very powerful about 
spaces where we can come together as 
survivors and have our experiences validated. 
So many survivors are afraid to speak out 
because they think they’re alone, and I hope 
that I was able to let at least one survivor 
know that they’re not alone,” Conrad said.  
“The most important thing for survivors of 
sexual assault is to have our voices heard and 
validated. Having a public forum for that 
is so special and important,” Piccard said, 
expressing similar sentiments to Conrad.    
“TBTN is about education and 
empowerment... Of course, the most 
powerful and most educational component 
is the sacred storytelling of people’s 
experiences. I think that is where we all learn 
the most about how this violence hurts our 
whole community,” said assistant Dean of 
Students Marta Palmquist Cady.  
Conrad hopes that students will carry their 
experiences beyond the event and continue 
to work to end rape and sexual assault. “I 
hope that people keep getting involved with 
sexual assault prevention programming. Our 
work isn’t done until events like TBTN 
become obsolete and unnecessary—until we 
live in a world without rape. I hope people 
refuse to accept rape culture and understand 
that it’s bigger than just a lot of isolated 
incidences and going to just one event isn’t 
enough to dismantle rape culture. Rape 
culture is pervasive; it’s the words we use, the 
jokes we say, the refusal to believe victims of 
violence, the ways in which we conceptualize 
masculinity as inherently violent that allow 
rape.  
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The following incidents occurred 
on campus and were reported to 
Security Services between 
wwNovember 3, 2015 and No-
vember 9, 2015:
 
· (1) Aggravated Assault: A non-
student suspect fired approxi-
mately 10 shots from a handgun 
at two Security Officers who had 
responded to a noise complaint. 
The incident occurred near N. 
13th and Alder Streets. No one 
was injured during the incident.
· (1) Alcohol Violation: Security 
responded to one incident
involving an underage drinking 
in a Union Avenue residence.
· (1) Theft:  A non-student was 
observed stealing food from the 
Survery in WSC.
· (2) Bicycles Stolen: One bi-
cycle, which may have been un-
locked,  was stolen from the East 
side of Seward Hall.  The second 
was secured with a cable lock and 
was stolen from the West side of 
Harned Hall.
· (1) Malicious Mischief to 
Vehicle: A window on a vehicle 
was reported shattered.  It didn’t 
appear the vehicle was entered.
Crime Prevention
 
·  Good quality “U-Bolt” style 
locks are highly recommended.  
Use additional locks to secure 
high end components (wheels, 
etc.) to the bicycle when stored.
· Do not leave or store valuables 
in your vehicle.
· Be mindful of personal and 
university property by keeping it 
secured or with you at all times.  
This includes office areas and 
residential spaces.
· Secure your residence and/or 
room – especially at night while 
sleeping.
· Always immediately report 
suspicious activity to Security 
Services or Tacoma Police.
 Security Services
· Security is open and staffed 
24/7 to serve the university com-
munity.
· Utilize the Security Courtesy 
Escort Service if you find yourself 
walking alone on campus – espe-
cially at night.  This service is also 
available to some areas 
off-campus.
· Please update the 
University with your cellular 
telephone number.  We need 
it send you important Security 
Alert messages.
· Visit our website and check us 
out on Facebook to learn more 
about our services and stay up to 
date on campus security.
 
Todd A. Badham ’85, P’11 
Director of Security
S E C U R I T Y  U P D A T E S
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“Our first obligation is to deal with the 
situation,” Badham said. “We’ll try to do 
several things simultaneously, which means 
communicate information out, but based on 
when the incident occurs, and the resources 
I have on campus and the magnitude of the 
incident, [the time needed to communicate 
with the campus is] going to vary.”
Concerns have also been raised by students 
both in the past and following this incident 
about the possibility of the University 
arming full-time Security Staff in response 
to such incidents of violence. Segawa noted 
that he, Badham and Executive Director of 
Community Engagement and Associate 
Vice President for Business Services John 
Hickey are constantly in discussion of how 
to properly equip and support staff. 
“Anything beyond [Kevlar vests and 
pepper spray],” Segawa said, “which 
would include things like Tasers or any 
other weapons, we [would] want to have a 
community conversation.” 
“That’s the piece where the plan [would be] 
written out and developed to identify where 
to go in terms of community meetings, 
group meetings and residential meetings,” 
Segawa said, “to get into conversations… 
about how [people] are feeling about safety 
and security on campus.” 
Segawa stated that there have not been any 
conversations at this point about equipping 
security staff with any additional weapons 
or tools.
Badham notes that it is important for 
campus members to utilize resources, such 
as the Annual Security Report, response 
plans and informational videos, and take 
steps to educate themselves on how to 
respond in dangerous situations. 
“We want to educate people for living a 
healthy and safe life after college.”
Shots fired
While Dia de los Muertos traditionally 
signifies a day of remembrance and 
celebration of lost family and friends, the 
Latinos Unidos club sought to provide a 
platform for marginalized groups with an 
altar in the piano lounge. 
This altar, organized by Latinos Unidos 
consisted of student artwork, narratives 
and photographs from students in clubs 
including the Black Student Union, the 
Asian Pacific American Student Union 
and Queer Alliance.
“We wanted to make a statement this 
year with the altar,” sophomore and 
president of Latinos Unidos Amanda Diaz 
said. “We called it ‘The Death of Diversity’ 
to represent the voices of marginalized 
voices on campus. Many of us feel like we 
are both living and dead at the same time. 
We have beating hearts, yet we are often 
treated like we’re dead. We are ignored, 
we are invisible, we are unimportant. The 
altar allowed us to celebrate and share our 
culture with the campus community, but 
also express our experiences and struggles 
as students of color.”
Dia de los Muertos is a celebration that 
was originally coined by the indigenous 
populations in Mexico and spread 
throughout Latin America. 
“We usually celebrate Dia de los Muertos 
with an altar commemorating those who 
have passed in our lives by putting their 
favorite foods and their favorite activities 
on altars,” Diaz said. “The indigenous 
population believed it would attract the 
spirits of the people who have passed 
away.” 
The historical significance of this holiday 
is often overlooked by U.S. citizens, as it is 
observed soon after Halloween.
“A common misconception among people 
who are unaware of Latino culture is that 
Dia de los Muertos is like a Halloween 
for Latinos,” Diaz said. “This is mostly 
because it’s near Halloween and there’s a 
lot of skull imagery and mention of death. 
But really it’s the complete opposite of 
Halloween.  It’s a celebration of life, and 
it’s a celebration of the people that have 
left us. It’s a time for you to reflect on who 
left this world, so we can commemorate 
them for what they did good in this world.”
Latinos Unidos aimed to use this altar 
to educate students about the holiday and 
to spark conversations about the topic of 
diversity and representation.
 “The altar received quite a bit of 
attention,” co-president of Latinos 
Unidos and sophomore Andres Chavez 
said. “Every time I looked, there was 
somebody observing it. We got a lot of 
people sharing pictures on Facebook and 
recommending friends to check it out. 
Over parents weekend there were many 
families observing the altar and taking in 
the display.”
Despite the altar’s primarily positive 
feedback, Latinos Unidos did experience a 
set-back when planning the presentation 
of the Death of Diversity altar. 
“When I was asking for the permission 
to put the altar in the piano lounge, they 
actually suggested for me to put it by the 
dish return,” Diaz said. “We were obviously 
insulted. We felt like they wanted to put 
our culture in the trash, along with the rest 
of our feelings.”
The altar provided an outlet for students 
across campus to express their experience 
with diversity and the feeling of being 
marginalized on campus. 
 “Our campus is constantly speaking 
of how much it values diversity,” Chavez 
said. “However, they only like to show that 
when it’s application time, when they’re 
trying to get students or talking to trustees 
and parents. The suggestion to place an 
altar for the death of diversity next to a 
dish drop shows how much we really value 
diversity.
 “To me, Dia de los Muertos signifies not 
only those who have influenced me in my 
life, but also the many struggles that our 
people have experienced over hundreds of 
years,” Chavez said. “I am very proud of the 
feedback we got from this altar. It definitely 
started some important conversations.”
Death of Diversity Altar in the SUB
By Olivia Langen
“We called it ‘The Death of Diver-
sity’ to represent the voices of mar-
ginalized voices on campus... We 
are ignored, we are invisible, we 
are unimportant. The altar allowed 
us to celebrate and share our culture 
with the campus community, but 
also express our experiences and 
struggles as students of color.”
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There’s a food fi ght on campus between the Diner staff  and an onslaught of vegan, 
vegetarian and food-allergy 
students—and both sides are 
actually winning.
On-campus students are 
required to purchase a meal 
plan; students then get a sizeable 
discount on food bought at 
Diversions, Oppenheimer, the 
Cellar and the Diner—the Diner 
being the primary food hub with 
a vast menu of options.
Clearly, if students are forced to 
dish out money on a meal plan 
the Diner should serve enough 
diff erent foods so that all can eat. 
It’s basic food equity.
Yet, every year many food-
allergic students were paying in 
without pay-off .
Th at’s why, when the SUB 
underwent a complete kitchen 
remodeling last school year, 
Executive Chef Brian Sullivan 
said providing for students with 
allergies had to be—and was—
seriously addressed.
“Th ere’s a huge need for 
allergen-free food. I’ve been here 
three years and every single year 
that I’ve been here the number 
of students with food allergies 
grows tremendously,” Sullivan 
said. “If we don’t provide that for 
them, they can’t eat somewhere 
else.”
Th e Diner is now equipped 
with the “Allergy Friendly” 
station, which supports its own 
separate kitchen to prevent cross-
contamination with the top eight 
most common food allergies.
It is unquestionably a move 
towards equity, but many 
students saw two steps forward 
and one step back. Notably, the 
vegetarian station was gone, and 
with it an obvious and guaranteed 
provision for vegetarians and 
vegans.
“I was kind of disappointed 
because it feels like the vegetarian 
options are now very limited,” 
Senior Elena Wadsworth said. 
“And I’ve never gotten anything 
from the allergy-free station 
because it always has meat as 
the entrée when I walk by and 
I don’t want to wait for just the 
side dish.”
A great deal of students hold 
Wadsworth’s position, and 
Sullivan has talked to many 
concerned students about the 
availability of vegetarian and 
vegan meals.
“Th e reality is, we have more 
vegan and vegetarian food now 
than we did when we had [the 
vegetarian] station,” Sullivan 
said.
“What we did was we broke 
that station down, kept probably 
about 80 percent of the recipes, 
and dispersed them into the 
Asian Station, Chef ’s Table, and 
Allergy-Station. A lot of them 
didn’t go away, especially the 
popular ones,” Sullivan said.
He shows students who 
approach him the upcoming 
week’s menu and gives them a 
tour of the stations as reassurance 
that the Diner is providing a 
diverse array of vegetarian and 
vegan foods at all times of the 
day.
New this year is a revision 
of the protein-dish policy at 
the Chef ’s Table, reducing the 
former two protein-dish policy 
to one protein-dish alongside a 
permanent vegetarian or vegan 
entrée.
“Out of Chef ’s Table, we have 
Jamaican jerk pork steak, and we 
also have a tofu steak which is 
really, really good. We just tried 
it. I’m not big on tofu but the 
jerk marinade on it is real good,” 
Sullivan said.
Th e Asian Station also has the 
new policy of one permanently 
vegetarian or vegan entrée at 
each meal. Th e Grill always has 
vegetarian and vegan menu items 
and now boasts separate fryers 
for each. One of the two soups is 
always vegan, and the Sandwich 
Station and Latin American 
Station have new and diverse 
options as well.
It’s safe to say vegans and 
vegetarians can eat at the Diner, 
even with the disappearance 
of the Vegetarian Station—
arguably, they now have more 
choices.
So why do the complaints 
persist, and should the Diner 
react?
Wadsworth explains that two 
things are limiting her and many 
others’ meal options; the fi rst is 
less to do with availability and 
more to do with perceptions.
“I don’t necessarily go to the 
Chef ’s Table because I have the 
assumption that it’s still meat 
entrees, so I don’t even check it 
out,” Wadsworth said. “I didn’t 
know that they have tofu steaks 
and diff erent things.”
So, returning students just have 
to adjust to a more scattered 
vegetarian menu. For fi rst-years, 
unaware that a vegetarian station 
even existed, being vegan at the 
Diner is easy.
“As a vegan, I thought it would 
be very hard in the beginning, but 
I’m living quite fi ne,” Gherman 
said. “I walk along looking for 
the little green dots [denoting 
vegan items] and so far so good.”
“Th e salad bar is usually pimpin’ 
and they have all those organic 
smoothies. Th ose are so helpful. 
Th ey are expensive and they are 
wiping out my dining dollars but 
if you are just focusing on those 
food groups it’s okay,” Gherman 
said.
Th e second, and far more 
important problem many 
students face is when they have 
both allergies and a vegetarian or 
vegan diet.
“I’m also gluten-intolerant and 
lactose-intolerant so sometimes 
they just assume it can be pasta 
everywhere and that doesn’t work 
out for me,” Wadsworth said. 
“Th ey’re very gluten-centered 
with their vegetarian options.”
“When I go to the SUB, what I 
see is meat, tofu, and gluten. And 
the tofu is great for people who 
are vegan, vegetarian and not 
allergic to everything, but I’m 
allergic to soy,” senior Kaylene 
Barber said.
Barber has a list of allergies a 
mile long, including uncommon 
ones such as soy, legumes, gluten 
and pistachios. Finding any food 
at all in the Diner has been a 
struggle for her.
“I was excited when I fi rst 
heard about the Allergy-
Friendly Station and then after 
I became vegan I really couldn’t 
eat anything there,” Barber said. 
“Th ere’s a shelf of gluten free 
vegan cookies I can eat, but that’s 
not a meal, that’s junk food.
“Th is is why I cook at home; I 
can’t eat anything here. It’s not 
that I eat complicated, fancy 
things. I just need beans and rice, 
or sautéed spinach. I just need 
healthy food. It just takes time 
for me to do it, which is why it is 
very stressful,” Barber said.
Surprisingly, the Diner has 
a special off er for people like 
Barber: an individual menu, 
crafted by the student in 
collaboration with the Allergy-
Friendly staff . At every meal on 
every day, the student can visit 
the Allergy-Friendly station to 
receive their uniquely prepared 
dish.
Only three students were on the 
list. Barber, as of Nov. 2, makes it 
four people. As half a dozen 
Dining Staff  came to check her 
allergies and accommodate her 
needs, she started tearing up.
Beginning Nov. 9, Barber will 
have a safe and stress-free source 
of healthy food. Others who 
have a similarly problematic list 
of allergies should talk to Brian 
Sullivan or other head Diner 
staff  promptly.
“In my mind, we hit two birds 
with one stone,” Sullivan said. 
“We ramped up our vegan and 
vegetarian items, and we also 
provided a safe place for people 
with food allergies to eat at every 
day.”
Th e Diner has certainly done 
a lot this year to provide for 
vegans, vegetarians and food-
allergy students, but there are 
still issues of equity. Wadsworth’s 
observation that gluten-
intolerant vegetarians have 
limited entrée choices is one such 
problem to resolve. Gherman has 
some pointers as well.
“Breakfast is, for the general 
population, meat and eggs. It 
would be really cool if they had 
alternative milk options, some 
healthier branded cereals. Th eir 
fruit game is also pretty weak, it 
doesn’t taste good and the quality 
is pretty low,” Gherman said.
Overall, the Diner scores an A 
for eff ort. Th eir biggest weakness 
lies in how unpublicized all their 
options are, to the point that 
people don’t eat in the Diner 
who easily could and would be 
satisfi ed.
Stop complaining about the vegetarian options at 
the SUB 
B y  N i c h o l a s  S m i t
Th e Vegetarian Dilemma: People complaining about the SUB is a common occurrence. However, they should not receive as much heat 
for their vegetarian options. Th e new system is actually more of an attempt to provide more options than the old confi guration. 
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Letters to the editor 
To the Editor of Th e Trail,
Th e Associated Students of the 
University of Puget Sound did not 
represent the interests or feelings 
of students on this campus and 
has repeatedly shown that they do 
not seek to rectify the issue. While 
ASUPS certainly has issues beyond 
the scope of what will be discussed 
here, the main motivators and 
topic of this letter are the events 
that followed ASUPS student 
programming bringing a Mariachi 
band to the SUB during lunch on 
Th ursday, October 22nd. For those 
unfamiliar with the incident, the 
lack of respect for the performers 
and for the culture that surrounds 
Mariachi music shocked members 
of Puget Sound’s Latino 
community and their supporters. 
Th e idea of bringing Mariachi 
music to UPS was not inherently 
bad, but having the band perform 
at the SUB during the lunch rush 
reduced the program to a sideshow 
simply meant to entertain in the 
background, an aff ront to Mexican 
culture so acute that it left several 
members of our campus’ Latinos 
Unidos in tears.
While the event itself was, to 
put it lightly, a representation of 
many of the issues with ASUPS, 
it is the way that ASUPS handled 
the reaction to this situation that 
I take the most issue with. Th ese 
problems began soon after the 
incident occurred, with an email 
sent from an offi  cial ASUPS 
email account. Th e email, received 
by Latinos Unidos co-president 
Amanda Díaz, appeared to be in 
direct response to a Facebook post 
to Ms. Díaz’s personal Facebook 
page about the Mariachi band. 
Th is email would have been 
the perfect opportunity to take 
responsibility and apologize for 
the event and while reaching 
out to outraged members of 
the community is an admirable 
action, what was actually written 
defers any responsibility for the 
actions of ASUPS and spins the 
fi asco into a positive experience. 
Th e letter begins with the line, “I 
would like to apologize for any 
negative feelings and impressions 
that today’s Mariachi band 
brought to you and other members 
of the community.” Th is apology 
removes responsibility from the 
ASUPS organization and places it 
on the off ended parties, implying 
that they were accountable for 
their hurt feelings. Th e email then 
attempts to salvage some benefi t 
from the experience, “For me 
personally, I walked in the WSC 
for the fi rst few minutes and the 
sounds brought fond memories 
of some of the families I grew up 
around in highschool, and a warm 
sentiment and appreciation that I 
have for the music. I was in and 
out very quickly but did notice 
that the band was not receiving 
much genuine attention at the 
beginning of the program, which 
did come accross [sic] as more 
appropriation than appreciation.” 
Th is passage of the email not only 
implies that the incident was not 
all bad, it also defl ects blame for the 
appropriation from the organizers 
onto the students reacting to the 
band. Th ese passages make it clear 
that the motivation in writing the 
email was to shift the blame as 
far from ASUPS as possible, and 
in the process make the event less 
of an issue. Th is is unacceptable in 
what should have been a humble 
apology.
But the mishandling did not stop 
at the email. Five days later, Ms. 
Díaz received another message 
from an ASUPS employee, this 
one a thoroughly unapologetic 
Facebook message requesting 
her “perspective” on the event. 
Th en one week later, on Th ursday, 
October 29th, members of 
Latinos Unidos were present 
at formal senate to petition the 
senate to issue an offi  cial and 
public apology for the incident 
and for not informing the Latino 
community prior to the event. 
While the Senate’s reaction to the 
testimony was outwardly positive 
sounding, the language used was 
patronizing and ultimately empty. 
Th e most egregious aspect of this 
language was how many times I 
and the others I stood with were 
reminded how “brave” it was of 
us to come before the Senate to 
voice these concerns. Fear is not 
a feeling that should be associated 
with the ASUPS senate. Th e 
senators serve to represent 
the students of this university 
and it should be something 
routine, not extraordinary, for a 
group of people to share their 
problems with the system. Th is 
attitude is not constructive to 
ASUPS representing the campus 
community to its fullest ability. In 
addition, using “brave” to describe 
the testimony is another instance 
of the ASUPS organization 
defl ecting responsibility onto the 
the wronged party; it frames the 
request from Latinos Unidos as 
a proactive act, above and beyond 
what was necessary in the situation. 
And, while the word “sorry” might 
have been used by individual 
senators to describe how they felt 
about the incident, that feeling 
did not motivate any one of them 
to put forth a measure to issue 
the offi  cial apology requested by 
Latinos Unidos that day. As of yet, 
the only offi  cial response to the 
outrage surrounding the issue has 
been the email sent to Ms. Díaz, 
despite recent commitment from 
ASUPS to issue an offi  cial apology. 
Th is lapse in accountability is 
unacceptable, the preamble to 
the ASUPS constitution itself 
states that its purpose is to “...
provide a student voice through 
representation, foster a sense of 
community among students...”, 
purposes thoroughly unexecuted 
in this instance.
Th ank you,
Nicolas Rothbacher
nrothbacher@pugetsound.edu
To the campus community:
We were all hit by the 2008 
recession. It is 2015 and we are 
all still recovering. Yet, those 
who make the most money are 
out-earning those who earn the 
least. We have an opportunity to 
support a measure that will make 
our recovery easier for those hit 
the hardest by stagnating wages 
and an unlivable minimum 
wage. Th erefore, we, the Senate 
of the Associated Students of 
the University of Puget Sound, 
representing the student body 
of the University of Puget 
Sound concur with the faculty 
Resolution for a Fair Pay Ratio 
(RFPR) and believe that our 
hard earned and borrowed 
tuition dollars should be used 
to support the execution of 
the Mission Statement of the 
University:
to develop in its students 
capacities for critical analysis, 
aesthetic appreciation, sound 
judgment, and apt expression 
that will sustain a lifetime 
of intellectual curiosity, 
active inquiry, and reasoned 
independence. A Puget Sound 
education, both academic and 
cocurricular, encourages a rich 
knowledge of self and others; 
an appreciation of commonality 
and diff erence; the full, open, 
and civil discussion of ideas; 
thoughtful moral discourse; 
and the integration of learning, 
preparing the university’s 
graduates to meet the highest 
tests of democratic citizenship. 
Such an education seeks to 
liberate each person’s fullest 
intellectual and human potential 
to assist in the unfolding of 
creative and useful lives.
In order to sustain a lifetime 
of intellectual curiosity, our 
time ought not be impeded or 
bogged down by socioeconomic 
recovery from student loan 
debts that could have decades of 
impact upon our postgraduate 
lives. Th at, however, hurts 
even more when our tuition 
dollars that perpetuate this 
cycle of debt and prolonged 
fi nancial recovery happens 
as a result of expanding high 
executive compensation. Our 
university, in comparison with 
the USNWR Top 20 Liberal 
Arts Colleges, has the fi fth 
highest executive compensation 
package, $622,847. Th at is 
the tuition of THIRTEEN 
students at Puget Sound. Th at 
is any thirteen of our classmates, 
colleagues, or friends who will 
be prolonged by student loan 
debt for years to come. Th at is 
unconditionally not sustainable, 
nor are inevitable increases in 
tuition conducive to a lifetime 
of academic curiosity. 
Th oughtful moral discourse 
brings us to those who are 
forgotten when tuition is raised 
and salaries expanded. As 
salaries are expanded, it means 
that our university’s pay scheme 
benefi ts those already entitled to 
the privilege of a liveable wage, 
denying those who would be 
most benefi tted by this increase 
the ability be be upwardly 
socially mobile by working at 
our university. It is immoral that 
those who have the most to gain 
are made the most professionally 
vulnerable by this proposal. Th e 
moral solution of this proposal is 
clear; bring the bottom and top 
of our wage scheme together to 
create an equitable community. 
While some say that, if our 
next president is a person 
of an underrepresented or 
marginalised identity, we feel 
that this increase in wages for 
the lowest paid need not come 
entirely at grave expense for the 
next president. We believe that 
it necessary to reward those 
who are leading the direction of 
our university, but in excess of 
more than ten times what our 
lowest paid employees receive is 
excessive. Th is is not intended to 
negatively refl ect the merits or 
identity of the next president, 
should they be representative 
of a marginalised identity, 
rather we hope that our next 
president will inherit a campus 
climate that is empowering 
to those at the bottom of the 
socioeconomic ladder in our 
community. Others say that the 
ratio is too extreme. Th e simple 
answer is that it is not wasted 
time to unite the community’s 
bodies of government in order to 
show that we are committed to a 
strong application of a principle, 
and an ethic, of guaranteeing 
everyone in our community 
access to a living wage and 
validating the importance of 
their social mobility. 
Th e moral argument can 
further be made that the 
way our system works now is 
oppressive and repressive of 
those who earn the least and 
have the most at stake, and the 
most to gain, in an increase in 
their wage such that they could 
have a chance to get a new car, 
attend further education, or 
make advances in their lives. 
We can empower that. We can 
counter trends in comparable 
for-profi t corporate schemes. 
Our contemporary values here 
are being communicated by 
economics, and we need to 
make a statement, until we 
can make a values statement 
beyond the mission statement 
of the University it is our 
hope to exercise our voices on 
behalf of the communities we 
represent to say that our student 
tuition dollars should go where 
our ethics lie; in the people 
who come to this university 
to better themselves and their 
communities; our home. 
Our communities will be 
tested after graduation, as 
the mission statement states, 
to be democratic citizens. 
Why not start now? Our 
democracy should be one that is 
inclusive, and representative of 
marginalised voices. Th at is our 
job representing the students, but 
it is also our job to be conscious 
of those who feel like their voice 
is taken away by the institution. 
We have a privilege to be here 
to access the facilities and 
opportunities of our education 
and our university. Th at is 
not true for everyone in our 
campus community. University 
staff , yes, has representation in 
the Staff  Senate, but help lend 
our privilege to advocate for 
and affi  rm the need for more 
equitable pay on our campus. 
Th is is a test of democratic 
citizenship. Th is is what our 
university is geared toward, as 
an institution, for its students. 
It is our hope, as a Senate, that 
we rise to this test of democratic 
citizenship. 
Respectfully submitted,
ASUPS Senator-at-Large Kyle 
Chong
kchong@pugetsound.edu
Note from Senate Chair Lydia 
Bauer: 
Th e ASUPS Senate voted to 
endorse this letter of rationale 
to accompany the passing of our 
concurring resolution with the 
faculty senate concerning the 
fair pay ratio.
asupssenate@pugetsound.edu
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Mental health aff ects all aspects of life, from physiological functions like appetite and 
reaction time to thought processes, 
interactions and sense of identity, which for 
many people includes gender and sexuality. 
Th e intersection of sexuality and mental 
illness should not, however, be seen as an 
issue of cause-and-eff ect or chicken-and-
egg, but as a complex system of feedback 
and response that also ties into other aspects 
of the self. Th is is not an exhaustive list, but 
it contains some of the many examples of 
mental illnesses and disorders that intersect 
with sexuality.
Body Image
Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) 
fi ts into the category of somatoform 
disorders—which include anxiety and 
OCD—and involves a patient fi xating on 
a part of the body or the body overall that 
they perceive as fl awed or ugly. Th is can be 
constricted to obsessive thoughts resulting 
in further compulsive actions such as skin-
picking or looking in the mirror, according 
to Th e Anxiety and Depression Association 
of America. Th e feeling of ugliness due 
to the perceived fl aw itself or from the 
resulting problems may make one feel 
undesirable and depressed or anxious 
about having sex; it overlaps signifi cantly 
with societal pressures and what bodies 
are deemed normative by society, claims 
Katharine Phillips in her book Th e Broken 
Mirror: Understanding and Treating Body 
Dysmorphic Disorder.
BDD sometimes overlaps with gender/
body dysphoria, which, while not a mental 
illness or disorder in itself, does aff ect 
mental health in that it is often a major 
source of depression, anxiety and obsession 
in transgender individuals. However, trans 
advocate Kat Callahan of ROYGBIV, the 
LGBT+ section of Jezebel.com asserts 
that it is very important not to confl ate 
the perceived fl aws and skewed image 
of body dysmorphia suff erers with the 
distress caused by the actual diff erences 
in the body and expectations of gender 
in our cisnormative society. Dysphoria, in 
this case, is often related to genitals and 
secondary sex characteristics—Adam’s 
apple, breasts and so on—which can aff ect 
a transgender person’s comfort  and desire 
to have sex.
Even without specifi ed disorders, a 
negative body image for any reason, often 
connected to anxiety/depression, can 
impact how desirable one feels, which 
can result in a lack of desire to have sex 
or a desire to have sex in order to validate 
oneself. 
Bipolar disorder
Bipolar disorder manifests itself with 
alternating phases of depression and 
mania—or hypomania, a less severe 
version—that may vary signifi cantly in 
length and intensity. Th e depressive episodes 
are similar to those described above. 
Manic episodes, however, may include 
an increased sex drive and a tendency to 
engage in “pleasurable, high-risk” behaviors 
such as unprotected sex, which can have 
both physical and emotional consequences. 
Th ey may also include a general period of 
hypersexuality— extremely frequent or 
suddenly increased sexual urges or sexual 
activity, including excessive masturbation, 
hook-ups, viewing pornography and a 
general obsession with sex, claims John M. 
Grohol, Psy.D.
Regarding sex, the manic episodes or 
the depressive episodes may not seem like 
much in themselves, but the combination 
of the two can have a heavy impact on 
the individual and the relationships they 
have with other people. A lack of sexual 
desire for months may be followed by 
a few days of extremely high libido. A 
relationship may begin when the bipolar 
person is hypomanic and has a relatively 
high sex drive, and then they might plunge 
overnight into a depression that includes 
an aversion to sex. Th e perceptions of these 
behaviors as cold, irresponsible, confusing 
or fi nicky often aff ects the relationships 
and the bipolar person more so than the 
sex—or lack thereof—itself.
Borderline Personality Disorder:
Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) 
falls under the umbrella of Emotional 
Dysregulation Disorders, which include 
bipolar disorder and attention defi cit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). While 
bipolar disorder and borderline personality 
disorder share certain clinical features, such 
as impulsive actions and mood swings, BPD 
is not a mood disorder. Th e mood swings of 
individuals with BPD are often reactions to 
feelings of perceived abandonment and low 
self-worth; individuals with mood disorders 
like bipolar disorder experience mood 
swings which can often be inconsistent with 
their environment and experiences. People 
with borderline personality disorder often 
have problems with fl uctuating feelings of 
idealizing and devaluing the individuals 
around them. Th is can lead to unstable 
relationships, especially when an individual 
with BPD begins feeling the threat of a 
partner abandoning them. Since BPD 
individuals experience intense emotional 
reactions, they strongly desire intimacy and 
emotional closeness with others, leading to 
attachment patterns in relationships.
Unfortunately, the intense reactions 
of BPD individuals and their obsessive 
commitment to partners have become 
romanticized in popular culture. Movies 
and television portrayals of (what can 
loosely be described as) BPD confl ate 
mood instability and controlling behaviors 
with erotic passion and sexual allure. BPD 
individuals often use sexual encounters 
as means of proving self-worth or 
guaranteeing the loyalty of a partner. On 
BPDFamily.org, Roger Melton describes 
how BPD-related passion and control 
should not be seen as something sexy, but 
as a survival mechanism: “Th e intensity of 
[her] erotic passion can sweep you away, 
but her motive is double-edged. One side 
of it comes from the instinctual built-in, 
turbulent emotionality of her disorder… 
But the other side of her is driven by an 
equally instinctual and concentrated need 
to control you.” Due to the nature of 
BPD, sexual relationships can frequently 
be diffi  cult to navigate, but BPD is very 
treatable, with many people maintaining 
healthy relationships once attaining 
treatment.
Other Personality Disorders
Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD): 
While NPD and BPD fall into the same 
cluster of personality disorders—cluster 
B—NPD is not characterized by mood 
fl uctuations or impulsive behaviors; rather, 
those with NPD are characterized primarily 
by exaggerated feelings of self-importance 
and entitlement. Alexander Burgemeester 
describes relationships with narcissists in 
his article “Sexual Attitudes of a Narcissist: 
Sex and the Narcissist.” He claims that, due 
to the narcissist’s desire to be admired and 
their diffi  culty feeling empathy, individuals 
with NPD use relationships as a means 
of self-esteem regulation and proof of 
desirability, not because of feelings of love 
or intimacy. Sexual relationships and erotic 
displays are important for individuals with 
NPD because they off er a way of attracting 
attention and exerting power through 
their ability to seduce others. Somatic 
or hypersexual narcissists will use serial 
sexual conquests as a means of constantly 
affi  rming those feelings of desirability and 
control.
Individuals with NPD are often described 
as emotionally and physically abusive in 
relationships because of their inability to 
form meaningful emotional connections 
with partners, but these people are capable 
of healthy, fulfi lling, romantic and sexual 
relationships. Psychcentral.com provides 
many treatment options for people with 
NPD and cite group therapy as one of the 
most successful ways of teaching narcissists 
empathy in a non-confrontational way.
Similar to NPD is histrionic personality 
disorder (HPD), a condition in which an 
individual acts in an exaggerated manner in 
order to draw attention to themself, asserts 
Fred Berger, M.D. Acting seductively or 
sexually is a commonly-noted symptom, as 
well as a need for reassurance and approval.
Th e Eﬀ ects of Medication on Sexual 
Desire
Just as mental illness can aff ect sexual 
desire and arousal, the medications meant 
to help neuroatypical individuals can have 
a huge impact on sex drive. In Dr. Armon 
B. Neel Jr.’s article “7 Meds Th at Can 
Wreck Your Sex Life,” among other types 
of medications, Dr. Neel Jr. describes the 
eff ect of antidepressants and antipsychotics 
on patients’ sex drives.
Antidepressants
Antidepressants, while often prescribed 
to those living with depression, can also be 
prescribed for a variety of other psychological 
and physical problems, including anxiety 
disorders, OCD and chronic pain. Dr. 
Neel Jr. describes the various types of 
antidepressants available, but makes it clear 
that any antidepressant  can cause problems 
with all normal sexual functions. Because 
antidepressants block acetylcholine, 
serotonin and norepinephrine, patients 
taking antidepressants can suff er from 
decreased libido, impotence and an inability 
to ejaculate. Diffi  culties with sexual desire 
and performance are not an inevitable 
outcome to taking antidepressants, but if 
you do experience a sudden change in sex 
drive after being prescribed antidepressants, 
talk with your healthcare provider about 
a possible change in dosage or a holistic 
therapy option.
Antipsychotics
Antipsychotics are primarily prescribed 
to treat schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and 
psychotic depression. Like antidepressants, 
antipsychotic drugs work by blocking 
certain brain chemicals from relaying 
signals between nerve cells. Antipsychotics 
block dopamine, “a brain chemical that 
helps regulate emotional responses and 
control the brain’s reward and pleasure 
centers,” Dr. Neel Jr. wrote. Coupled with 
the increase in the hormone prolactin, 
this can lead to problems maintaining 
arousal, reduced libido and diffi  culty 
orgasming. Dr. Neel Jr. also notes that 
since many of the psychiatric conditions 
which antipsychotics are meant to treat 
often have sexual problems as symptoms, 
it is diffi  cult to know what is caused by 
the original condition and what is caused 
by the antipsychotic drugs. Similarly to 
antidepressants, if you experience a sudden 
change in sex drive after being prescribed 
antipsychotics, consult with your healthcare 
provider.
While it can be frustrating when 
medications cause problems with sex drive 
and arousal that may not have occurred 
before taking prescription medication, 
always consult with a healthcare 
professional before you stop taking a 
medication. Seriously consider the positives 
and negatives of taking the medication and 
make an informed decision about whether 
the benefi ts of having your sex drive 
returned to its previous state outweighs the 
benefi ts of your medication.
B y  N a t a l i e  S c o g g i n s  a n d  K a i t l y n  Va l l a n c e
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B y  E a d a  G e n d e l m a n
W ith the weather getting colder and the winter months rapidly approaching, the Resident Housing Association (RHA) seems to have 
chosen the perfect theme for this year’s annual Casino Night 
fundraiser. On Nov. 7 from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., students had 
the opportunity to play classic casino games while enjoying a 
“summer nights” theme in Lower Marshall Hall.
“We spent four weeks preparing this event for the student 
body, and the decoration committee was top notch,” first 
year and Schiff/Harrington RHA president Justine Loye 
said. “We used 20th century Havana as inspiration for the 
décor.”
RHA members of all ages and from each hall spent hours 
decorating Marshall Hall before the event. To portray the 
summer theme, the students adorned the building with 
strings of lights, colorful lanterns and bright spotlights. 
“This event is special because it is not something that 
is normally available on campus,” sophomore and Todd/
Phibbs resident assistant Eden Krolopp said. “It is a unique 
opportunity for every student to go out and have some fun 
on a Saturday night.”
The event offered roulette, blackjack, poker and several 
other casino games alongside a raffle, in which students 
had the chance to compete for various prizes provided by 
local companies and businesses. Top prizes included gift 
cards, gift baskets, a GoPro camera and a helicopter tour 
of Seattle.
“The prizes were amazing and I know that members of 
RHA worked really hard to make them happen,” first year 
Nat Livingston said.
With performances from student music groups, KUPS 
DJs and student dance troupes, hundreds of students 
came together to help raise money for the RHA and the 
Associated Students of University of Puget Sound.
“The RSA and RHA put this event on to bring the 
community together for a night,” Krolopp said.
With so many students in attendance, the “summer 
nights” theme proved to be a huge success. The majority 
of the money raised will go towards planning future RHA 
events.
“I always go to school events thinking it’s going to be 
super awkward, but Casino Night was great,” Livingston 
said. “Our community really is supportive and fun.”
Casino Night fundraiser a success 
The seats in the room steadily filled with Puget Sound students dedicated to social justice issues ranging from feminism to racial equality 
to LGBT+ rights. The students kept checking the 
back door, eager for the guest to arrive and anxious 
to discover how disability justice has a home in just 
about every social issue faced today.
On Nov. 5, Mia Mingus gave a lecture titled 
“Beyond Access to Liberation: Disability Justice,” 
that aimed to change the way the community viewed 
disability and illustrate the intersections of disability 
justice with racism, sexism and other structural forms 
of violence.
Mingus is a writer, community educator and 
organizer working toward disability justice and 
transformative justice responses to child sexual abuse. 
She is also a queer, physically disabled Korean woman 
and a transracial adoptee who was born in Korea and 
raised in the Caribbean and the southern U.S. She 
now lives in Northern California.
“Students have been talking to each other about how 
physically and financially inaccessible Puget Sound 
is, but we really haven’t talked about how this could 
be changed,” diversity and programs coordinator at 
the Center for Intercultural and Civic Engagement 
Rory Wong Jacobs said.
Wong Jacobs wanted to give students the opportunity 
to see these feelings and opinions represented more 
concretely on campus. Thus, the University invited 
Mingus to campus in hopes of spurring conversation, 
and potentially action, on issues of disability.
In her lecture, Mingus defined a disabled person as 
any person who falls outside of what a given society 
defines as normal/able and who is subject to social 
stigma, isolation and systemic barriers to resources. 
With this definition, she set out to reshape the 
community’s definitions on disabilities and educate 
the audience on disability justice.
“There’s something insidious going on when disabled 
people think, ‘Not only am I discriminated against, 
but there’s something fundamentally wrong with who 
I am,’” Mingus said.
To Mingus, disability justice is about deconstructing 
systems of privelege, rather than equality to the 
priveleged.
“We don’t want to join the privileged because that 
means other individuals will be oppressed in the 
process. Privilege comes from exploitation,” Mingus 
said.
Instead, Mingus suggests reclaiming and embracing 
differences in order to challenge and dismantle that 
system of social ranking. She emphasized the ways 
in which disability has been interrelated with other 
social movements and systems of oppression.
“We cannot end ableism without ending white 
supremacy, racism and homophobia,” Mingus said.
Disabled people have historically been a part of 
movements concerning the labor force, sexuality, 
racism and more. Many, like Mingus herself, belong 
to multiple minority groups, making an intersectional 
approach vital.
“How do we challenge current political movements 
to be in solidarity with disability justice?” Mingus 
asked.
Mingus not only focuses on increasing accessibility, 
but expanding the conversation. Independence, 
privacy and access are only part of the battle; the rest is 
finding a sustainable and cross-disciplinary approach 
to end discrimination in all areas. Incorporating new 
technology to make the workplace more accessible is 
the first step, but there also has to be a discussion 
about capitalism, productivity and the economy.
Disability justice is a balance between medical, legal 
and social actions. The work of physical therapists 
and other medical specialists does not address the 
problems with society and is ultimately enhanced by 
the work done by individuals striving to better the 
treatment and perception of disabled individuals.
This principle was especially relevant to the many 
audience members who were Puget Sound students 
studying physical therapy, each curious to learn what 
disability justice meant for them.
“[Disability justice] makes sure that their work is 
not done in vain,” Mingus said.
Even when the medical services stop, the fight for 
disability justice continues.
B y  D u ye n  Vo
Want to learn more?
Follow Mia Mingus on Twitter or check out her blog 
@miamingus 
https://leavingevidence.wordpress.com  
noun: a condition such as an illness or 
an injury that results in systemic barriers, 
that results in bodies that perform in ways 
considered socially unacceptable, constructed 
through systems of violence. 
   Mia Mingus
disability
noun: discrimination or prejudice against 
individuals with disabilities
   Merriam-Webster
ableism
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“we need to think of access with an 
understanding of disability justice, moving 
away from an equality-based model of 
sameness and “we are just like you” to a 
model of disability that embraces difference, 
confronts privilege and challenges what is 
considered “normal” on every front. We don’t 
want to simply join the ranks of the privileged; 
we want to dismantle those ranks and the 
systems that maintain them.
Mia Mingus
disability justice
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Drink of the month: 
VO L C A N O
HOT CHOCOLATE
Students looking to improve the quality of living for individuals in the community can look into volunteering at any one of these local non-profi ts
Connecting to the Tacoma Community
B y  E m i l y  P a r l a n
Hilltop Artists
YWCA Tacoma Stands Up
Th e YWCA provides services to anyone who is a 
survivor of domestic violence, regardless of gender, 
gender identity, gender expression or religious affi  liation. 
Th ey are “dedicated to eliminating racism, empowering 
women and promoting peace, justice, freedom and dignity 
for all,” according to the YWCA national website. Th e 
YWCA provides a number of services for those in need, 
including emergency shelters, family support and housing 
for victims of domestic violence. Volunteer opportunities 
are available for a range of talents and abilities, and can 
include projects such as organizing donation storage 
spaces or collecting cellphones for distribution. YWCA 
also accepts donations of clothing, bedding, diapers 
and baby wipes, car seats, gift cards and cash, with cash 
donations funding legal battles, transportation and food, 
among other things. 
Hilltop Artists is a community that believes in the 
power of volunteering to enrich the lives of our youth 
and the world around us. We were founded through the 
eff orts of dedicated volunteers, and volunteers continue 
to play a vital role working and collaborating alongside 
staff  members to reach our goals. We love our volunteers 
and appreciate all the time and energy they dedicate to 
Hilltop Artists.
Th e organization off ers new volunteers to our team. If 
you have any questions, would like to be added to the 
volunteer email list, or want to learn more, please contact 
Anne Daily through email or by phone at 253.571.7720.
Information provided by 
http://hilltopartists.org
Tacoma Stands Up is a local initiative calling for an 
end to police brutality and social injustice through 
peaceful organization. Recent events have included 
a march down Pacifi c Avenue—which shut down 
traffi  c and called attention to issues of racism and 
police brutality in America—and an eff ort to help 
launch a weekly Sunday gathering at Don Pugnetti 
Park called Th e People’s Assembly.  Follow them 
on Facebook or on Twitter (@TacomaStandsUp) 
for more information on upcoming events and 
ways to get involved. 
OPPRESSION
Try Diversions Cafe’s new twist on hot chocolate, 
complete with the addition of cayenne pepper, 
chili pepper, nutmeg and cinnamon.
“I’m not a fan of the traditional hot chocolate because it’s 
too sweet, but the volcano hot chocalte provides the perfect 
blend of spicy and sweet.” - Danya Axelrod-Hausmann
“I really like it. It tasted like the perfect holiday drink.” 
- Beatrix Evans
“Overall the spice didn’t really come through but it was 
so delicious anyways. Lots of different types of sweetness 
going on.” - Andy Rogers
“It tastes like pop rocks and hot chocolate had a baby.”
- Matt Feldmann
PHOTO BY PADIDEH AGHANOURY
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Combat Zone writers are Maddy Kunz, Nish Chhabra, John Miller Giltner, Dana Donnelly and Nic Smit. Michelle Leatherby is the Combat Zone editor. Pseudonyms have historically been used by 
Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this tradition and credit writers by name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
Combat Zone is The Trail’s satire section. 
The Combat Zone is intended to be a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget 
Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.  
GET IN SHAPE FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Eat cabbage a couple of days before the big event. 
Eating cabbage and then drinking a ton of water will help 
swell your stomach so that when the time comes for that 
holiday feast, you are fully prepared. Make sure you eat until 
you feel like you’re going to vomit, then go lie down for a 
little. Repeat until the day before.
 
Eat breakfast.   
It’s a common misconception that skipping breakfast will 
help you eat more later on in the day. Eating breakfast will 
kick your metabolism into high gear so that you will be 
hungrier later in the day and ready to eat like there’s no 
tomorrow.
 
Indulge in natural hunger enhancements. 
Certain substances can help increase your appetite. Stepping 
outside and coming back inside ready to munch on some 
good turkey leg will enhance not only your appetite, but the 
experience as well.  
Eat standing up.  
Th e stomach can stretch a lot further when you’re standing 
up, while sitting down scrunches your stomach up, making 
less room for the food. 
Pro tip: wear loose-fi tting clothing for additional help in 
taking pressure off  your stomach. 
 
Drink.
Drinking something with sugar in it spikes your insulin, 
which helps trick your body into thinking that you want to 
eat more food. Which you do (whether your stomach likes 
it or not). 
  
Now that Halloween is over, the holiday season is oﬃ  cially here.  
On average, most people gain fi ve to seven pounds over the holiday 
season. And, while you promise yourself every year that this won’t be 
you, that it’ll be diﬀ erent this time, realistically, you’re probably going to 
be another number adding to this statistic.   
Don’t want to be a part of that? Trying to get that happy holiday 
glow? Well, look no further than right here.   
We all know that we can judge how good your holidays were by how 
loose your sweater is when you come back from break in January. Make 
sure you’re wearing the biggest and baggiest sweater when you come 
back from the holidays this year.  
Look at these top six ways to expand your stomach so that you can get 
the most bang for your buck—or food for your fi ll. If you start training 
now, you will be more than prepared for the season’s coming festivities. 
By Mad Punz
 
Th e soup bowl
Th is holiday season, consider taking the 
shape of a soup bowl. Soup is warm and 
makes people feel better when they’re sick. 
Having the soup bowl body type is a high 
honor. It means you’re the nurturing 
one in your friend group.
 
Th e leaf
Another wonderful shape to consider taking on
is that of the leaf. If you’re leaf-shaped, it
means you adapt to your surroundings. And 
during fall, you are more vibrant than ever.
 
Th e pear
Glamour magazines have been comparing women’s 
bodies to pears for years, but the pear takes on 
a new meaning in the holiday season. Th e pear-
shaped individual is in season during fall and is 
sure to bring the juiciest tidbits of information into 
conversation. 
HOLIDAY SHAPES:
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By Michelle Loserby
Film professor actually just 
two dogs in a trenchcoat
Dr. Barko Bradley: Th is is the offi  cial staff  
photo of fi lm professor, Dr. Barko Bradley. 
He’s a good boy.
ILLUSTRATION BY TONY CALABRESE-THOMAS
“My professor ate my homework” might be 
a valid excuse for students enrolled in Film 
Studies 251 this semester. 
It turns out the visiting professor known as 
Dr. Marco Bradley is not actually a human, 
but two dogs in a trenchcoat.  
Chairwoman of the Film Studies 
department Elise Graham, who hired Dr. 
Bradley, was bewildered by this revelation. 
“When I interviewed Dr. Bradley for the 
position, I thought, ‘wow, this guy is very 
hairy and has horrible breath,’” Graham said. 
“But he was clearly the most qualified for 
the position. To not offer him the position 
based on looks would be discrimination. 
That’s a fact.” 
Dr. Bradley was hired to teach a survey of 
different film genres.  
In interviews, Graham largely avoided the 
canine subject and instead focused on her 
rationale for hiring him.  
“I remember Dr. Bradley’s outstanding 
referrals in the hiring process,” Graham said. 
“They all said things like, ‘he’s a good boy,’ 
and characterized him as patient, obedient 
and loyal. He was the obvious choice for the 
department.” 
Sophomore Kara Brinkman claims she 
should have known her professor was 
actually just two dogs. 
“There were signs,” Brinkman said. “On 
the first day during introductions, he 
practically jumped on two students. He also 
freaked out every time someone came to the 
door. Every class period. He never got used 
to it. He was very clearly barking, but you 
can’t just ask your professor if he’s two dogs. 
That would be rude.” 
Junior Katie Mack claims it all makes 
sense now. 
“I mean, he never really talked,” Mack said. 
“He would just turn on a movie and that’d 
be it. There were no clear assignments.” 
Mack said she was disappointed in Dr. 
Bradley’s professorship from day one. 
“There are so many genres of film, but our 
syllabus only mentioned two,” Mack said. 
“Also, mine was a little bit wet on one side 
when I got it.” 
The two genres Dr. Bradley chose to study 
in the class, according to his syllabus, were 
“Cop Movies” and “Pup Fiction: from Air 
Bud to Beethoven.” 
“Also, when a student brought food into 
class, he would just start crying unless you 
gave some to him,” Mack said. 
This was also how students finally 
discovered Dr. Bradley was just two dogs in 
a trenchcoat. 
“Yeah, I brought some leftover chicken 
to class one day when I was really hungry,” 
sophomore Michael Corbin said. “As soon 
as I opened it, the professor looked at me 
and I thought he looked really weird and 
angry or something so I started to put it 
away, but the next thing I know, I was on 
the ground and there was a massive golden 
retriever eating my chicken.” 
“It was the bottom one,” Mack said. “The 
top trenchcoat dog was just crying a lot.” 
Students reported the incident to the Dean 
of Students. 
It is currently unclear whether Dr. Bradley 
will remain in his position. 
 
1) Hello.
2) Can I borrow your meal card?
3) We made out, that’s all.
3) Have you thought about your 401K?
4) Should I get my septum pierced?
5) I got my septum pierced.
6) My parents are coming, how do I hide my septum piercing?
7) I actually love O Chem.
8) Cupless day, again?
9) I can’t I have to go to my radio show.
10) You’re an athlete?
11) Did you get that from Retrospect?
12) Th at isn’t very PC of you.
13) Th at isn’t very rookiemag of you.
14) Divest UPS!
15) Div(ersions, estment, ersity)
16) He needs to check his privilege.
17) I want our next president to be a cyborg.
18) I don’t always drive to campus.
19) Look, it’s raining outside!
20) You’ve hooked up with him too?
21) CHWS prescribed me xanax again.
22) Yeah, I’m DJing tonight.
23) Are you going to Masa tonight?
24) I regret going to Masa last night.
25) Why would you buy the carton Stumptown?
26) I’m majoring in IPE.
27) I’m actually really excited about the new Fieldhouse renovations.
28) I’m genuinely happy.
29) I have no problems with Greek life.
30) Th e professing staff  here is really diverse.
31) My advisor and I are so close.
32) I love the two-year housing requirement.
33) I met some of my closest friends on passages!
34) I don’t get winded walking up to the 4th fl oor of Th ompson.
35) I took the elevator to class today.
36) I’m not sexist, but…
37) Geology rocks.
38) Where are you living next year?
39) Have you signed a lease yet?
40) She never does her dishes.
41) I really felt that connections was a valuable academic requirement.
42) Th ey accepted all of my transfer credits.
43) Th at wasn’t problematic at all!
44) I am so stressed out about midterms.
45) Th e Trail received no backlash.
46) I got my Trail paycheck on time!
47) All my friends read Th e Trail.
48) Diversions is my family.
49) John Miller Giltner is hot.
50) Oh my god, is that blood?
51) Should we call an Uber?
52) Have you read bell hooks?
53) Have you read Judith Butler?
54) I love John Green.
55) Do you want to see my Harry Potter tattoo?
56) I came to this campus because it looks like Hogwarts.
57) I am so excited for Log Jam!
58)Are you going to sign up for yoga?
59) Yoga was full.
60) People say this is the Harvard of the West coast.
BREAKING: things heard on the Puget Sound campus 
this fall:
By Mad Punz, SpaNish, and Yolo Ono
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PSO wraps up fall semester
SPORTS
RECAPS
FOOTBALL  Logger football will have a winning 
record for the season after grabbing its first vic-
tory since 1979 against Pacific Lutheran at Baker 
Stadium on Saturday, Oct. 31, winning the gritty 
game 6-2. Junior Hans Fortune (Kenmore, Wash-
ington) had the game-winning touchdown late in 
the fourth quarter. Fortune also has been named 
to the CoSIDA All-District Team for District 8 
after carrying a 3.88 GPA while studying econom-
ics at the university. Fortune is also on the top of 
his game on the field, averaging nearly 341 pass-
ing yards per game, which is good for first in the 
Northwest Conference and third overall in NCAA 
Division-III. On Saturday, Nov. 7, the Loggers 
went to McMinnville to take on No. 2 ranked Lin-
field and fell 72-3 and went to 5-3 overall and 4-2 
in the NWC. The Loggers scored a field goal late in 
the fourth quarter for their lone points. The Log-
gers have their final game of the season at home on 
Saturday, Nov. 14 at 1 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL The Loggers had four games to 
end the season, the first on Friday, Oct. 30 against 
George Fox at home. They fell in four sets (3-1) 
but kept each game close, finishing with at least 18 
points in each game. Next, the Loggers went on to 
play Lewis and Clark at home on Saturday, Oct. 
31 and won in five sets (3-2), taking the last game 
15-13 and it was sensational. On Wednesday, Nov. 
4 the Loggers took on Pacific Lutheran and fell in 
four sets (3-1). In their final match of the season 
on Saturday, Nov. 7, the Loggers fell in four sets 
(3-1) and were just edged out 25-23 in the final 
one. The Loggers finished 9-15 overall and 6-10 
in the Northwest Conference, playing tough the 
entire way.
WOMEN’S SOCCER   Women’s soccer took 
on five different teams to end their regular season, 
winning 2-0 on Saturday, Oct. 24. On Saturday, 
Oct. 31 the Loggers won 3-0 vs. Whitworth with a 
hat trick from senior Amalia Acorda-Fey (Seattle, 
Washington). On Sunday, Nov. 1, the Loggers beat 
Whitman 3-0. On Saturday, Nov. 7 they finished 
of George Fox 1-0. On Sunday Nov. 8 they took 
down Willamette 2-0. Acorda-Fey was awarded 
with Northwest Conference Student-Athlete of 
the week for two weeks in a row and finished the 
season with an amazing 13 goals and three assists. 
The Loggers finished the season with a miraculous 
10-game winning streak and did not lose through-
out the entire year. Their season marches onto play-
offs.
MEN’S SOCCER  Men’s soccer had three road 
games to finish off the season, the first against 
George Fox on Saturday, Oct. 31. In a thriller of 
a game, the Loggers tied 1-1 with the Bruins in 
2OT with sophomore Ben Whitham (Claremont, 
California) providing the goal. Next, the Loggers 
went to Pacific (Oregon) on Sunday, Nov. 1 and 
fell 1-0 after the Boxers scored in the 48th minute. 
The Loggers outshot the Boxers 9-6. In their final 
game of the season, the Loggers went to Pacific 
Lutheran on Saturday, Nov. 7 and took them down 
2-1 with a goal in the 27th minute from senior 
Josh Sonico (Cathedral City, California) and the 
game winner in the 54th minute from sophomore 
Ezra Kraus (Harvard, Massachusetts). The Loggers 
finished the season with an overall record of 10-7-
2 and NWC record of 8-4-2. The season was one 
certainly to be proud of as they finished with their 
sixth-consecutive season with at-least 10 wins and 
finished third overall in the NWC.
CROSS COUNTRY  The men and women 
Loggers participated in the Northwest Conference 
Championships on Saturday, Oct. 31. The men’s 
team placed second overall and the women’s placed 
fourth. On the men’s side, senior Tyler Shipley 
(Forest Grove, Oregon) took first overall with a 
time of 25:48 and junior teammate Germia Lizier-
Zmudzinski (Forest Grove, Oregon) grabbed 
second with a time of 26:04. Both Loggers 
were named to the All-NWC First Team. For 
the women’s team, senior Taili Ni (Sacramento, 
California) placed seventh-place after a time of 
23:24. Ni also received honors by being part of the 
All-NWC First Team. Junior Madison Bolejack 
(Bainbridge Island, Washington) took 28th overall 
and had a time of 24:51. It was a strong finish to 
the season for both Logger teams.
By Lucas CrowleyB y  N i c k  N e s t i n g e n
There is always something going on with Puget Sound 
Outdoors (PSO) on and off campus. 
November tends to be PSO’s time to wind down because it 
becomes harder to take out trips due to weather conditions. 
Chris Eichar, a senior from Hartford, Connecticut and one of 
the PSO coordinators, believes PSO’s last trips will go out Nov. 
21 and 22. However it is up to the leaders whether to extend 
this until Dec. 5 and 6. PSO will not be holding trips during the 
reading period of this semester. If getting outdoors is your way 
of coping with stress, plan a trip—either solo or with friends—
to make sure you get your outdoor fill.
The Banff Film Festival is coming to Tacoma on Nov. 30 
and Dec. 1. Tickets will be available at The Expeditionary 
for students, faculty, staff, and Edgeworks and Mountaineers 
members can get tickets for $16.00 each, or $29.00 for both 
nights. Tickets for community members will be $20.00 each, or 
$37.00 for both nights. The Edgeworks Climbing and PSO are 
both hosting the event. The films will be shown at the Rialto 
Theater in downtown Tacoma.
PSO is getting ready for winter with the Ski Shop opening this 
week starting on Thursday. The shed will offer hours between 
7:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. as an opportunity to wax, sharpen and 
tune skis, cross-country skis and snowboards. There will also be 
p-tex available to repair boards and skis. There will be volunteers 
to do the busy work for you for a $5.00 donation. This donation 
will go towards supporting the ski shop.
 “[Donations fund] anything from buying new wax, new tools 
or hosting events focused towards the Ski/Board community,” 
Eichar said.
Nick Sweet, a senior from South Freeport, Maine, has just 
moved into the position of ski coordinator and Eichar claims 
he is excited to show some ski films on campus this winter so 
keep your eyes peeled! After last year’s snow bust, the films 
will only help to fuel your excitement to get on the slopes in 
hopes for great snow conditions.
PSO will be offering the opportunity to earn certification 
in Wilderness First Aid (WFA) and Wilderness First 
Responder (WFR). The course will be held at the university 
and conducted during winter break, 10 days before the second 
semester begins. WFA and Wilderness Cardiopulmonary 
Resurrection (WCPR) courses will be held Jan. 16 through 
Jan. 18 and will cost $200.00 for students, faculty, staff and 
family until Jan. 1, 2016 and $250.00 after this date. WFR 
and WCPR courses will be held Jan. 9 through Jan. 17 and 
will cost $500.00 for students, faculty, staff and family until 
Nov. 15, 2015 and $550.00 after this date. Students who 
partake in the certification course get pre-approved for early 
housing, says Eichar. The course is run by a Washington-
based company called Wilderness Medical Training Center 
(WMTC).
The PSO spring break opportunities have not been set 
in stone as conversations about possible locations are just 
beginning to take place. Eichar believes there will be at least 
one desert trip going out, “Whether that’s Death Valley or 
somewhere in Utah.” Eichar went out on the Death Valley 
trip last year and would like to see it happen again. Another 
possible location might be Lost Coast in Northern California.
As the semester comes to an end, we don’t have to wave 
goodbye to PSO. They are offering many opportunities to 
continue to be involved. Find your way!
Women’s soccer, Acorda-Fey finishes 
unstoppable season
With a 2-0 win over Willamette on Nov. 
8, Puget Sound women’s soccer clinched 
its 14th straight Northwest Conference 
(NWC) title and an undefeated season 
with a record of 16-0-4. With a stingy 
defense which allowed only three goals all 
year and an explosive offense that tallied 
30 goals, the Loggers seemed nearly 
unstoppable throughout the season.
Senior midfielder Amalia Acorda-
Fey  (Seattle, Washington) has saved 
her best season for last, which is quite 
an accomplishment considering she has 
been named to both the All-NWC team 
and All-West Region team her first three 
years as well as being named a second 
team All-American her sophomore 
season. She led the team in scoring this 
season, knocking in 13 goals. After her 
phenomenal regular season, she currently 
stands as the No. 5 all-time leading scorer 
in Puget Sound history. But while soccer 
seems to come easy to her now, Amalia 
has had her share of struggles.
“I’ve been playing since I was five. But 
in my first game I ran off the field crying 
to my parents because I didn’t understand 
why people were running at me and 
trying to take the ball,” Acorda-Fey said.
A local product from Holy Names 
Academy in Seattle, Amalia initially 
chose to play for Puget Sound not just 
because of the success of the team, but 
also because of the apparent camaraderie 
of the players as well as the openness 
and friendliness of the coaching staff. 
Acorda-Fey credited much of her mental 
development as a player to head coach 
Randy Hanson.
“Coach Hanson has helped me 
understand what is and is not 
controllable, and the first thing you as 
a player can control is how you react to 
game situations,” Amalia said.
It certainly can be said that Amalia has 
had the right reaction to clutch moments 
in games. In Acorda-Fey’s career here at 
Puget Sound she has made several goals 
in key situations, including seven game 
winning goals this year, the 10th highest 
total in the country.
But for Acorda-Fey it’s bigger than 
putting up impressive numbers.
“My goals are to inspire my teammates, 
challenge myself and never regret my 
effort when I step off the field,” she said.
While the Loggers have been conference 
champions every year of Amalia’s career, 
Acorda-Fey says that the team is looking 
to raise the bar even higher.
“We were challenging ourselves to finish 
the season undefeated, and we did that. A 
national championship is definitely one 
of our goals, and we think we have the 
courage and resilience to compete for 
one. ”
Off the field, Acorda-Fey is a Puget 
Sound Scholar Athlete as a Biology 
major and is also a member of the sorority 
Pi Beta Phi. Recently, her commitment 
to school almost got her arrested by a 
policeman when she and her classmate 
were collecting shore crabs for a 
marine biology project at a park after 
hours. When Amalia isn’t spending her 
time collecting crabs late at night or 
playing soccer, she enjoys hiking and 
studio art. She hopes to spend more 
time pursuing a future in biology once 
her soccer season is over.
But for now, the offseason can wait 
as Acorda-Fey and the Loggers await 
the first round playoff matchup given 
to them by the NCAA selection 
committee. With one last chance at the 
ultimate goal, Amalia and the Loggers 
will need to play with the same heart 
and grit that led them to an undefeated 
season. But regardless of whether or 
not the Loggers prevail and take home 
a national championship this year, 
Amalia Acorda-Fey has cemented 
her legacy as one of the all-time great 
Loggers to play on one of the all-time 
great teams.
Next, the team will head to the 
post-season when they open the 
2015 NCAA tournament taking 
on Augustana College on Saturday, 
Nov. 14. The game will be played at 
Wartburg College in Waverly, Iowa.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF LOGGER ATHLETICS
B y  N a t a l i e  H e re f o rd
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Oh! The Places You’ll Go!
Noun - Throw 
Your Body On 
the Gears and 
Stop the Ma-
chine With Your 
Blood 
Frontwoman of New 
Jersey’s Screaming 
Females tried her hand 
at making some nostal-
gic 80s goth rock with 
this side project. Drum 
machines and squealing 
guitars take us through 
tracks full of high 
energy, dissonance and 
frenzy, while songs like 
“Dirty Mind” take us 
through the more chill-
ing and slick side of the 
genre. While some of 
the lyrics come off a bit 
silly and contrived, the 
great, catchy vocal hooks 
will have you singing 
along with them off the 
coattails of Halloween 
and into the cold dark 
heart of winter.
REVIEW BY GEORGIA 
DIAMOND GUSTAVSON 
B y  C o l e  S o u d e r
Junior Jack Williams’ start 
at KUPS his first year was no 
accident. In fact, the campus 
radio station was one of the 
determining factors that landed 
Williams in Tacoma in the first 
place.  
“I know a lot of other colleges 
have a radio station, but KUPS is 
unique in that it has the standard 
equipment for club DJs,” 
Williams said. “A lot of stations 
will have a computer with some 
automated system where you 
have to play their music and 
you just have to pick from their 
database, but KUPS you get to 
pitch a show that’s completely 
your own idea.”  
Going by the name Dr. Savage, 
Williams has DJed a series 
of genres, beginning with a 
Modern-Funk show during the 
fall semester of his first year and 
a Techno show with fellow DJ 
Padideh Aghanoury in the spring. 
“That semester was really when 
I started learning how to DJ,” 
Williams said. “Our whole goal 
for the semester was to just play 
as many songs as possible every 
show and get really good at 
changing songs.” 
His sophomore year he switched 
gears and hosted a show featuring 
emotional, sad and dark hip-hop. 
Spring semester he produced 
an Acid House show based 
around the Roland TB-303 
synthesizer, a piece of equipment 
fundamental to the creation of 
the Acid House sub-genre in the 
80s. The 303 synthesizers were 
instrumental because it produced 
the “squelching” bass that is a 
main component of Acid House 
music.  
“I use that sound in most of 
the music I produce,” Williams 
said. “That show was really fun. 
I got to make it as interesting as 
possible while sticking to a pretty 
strict format.”  
This semester, he is running an 
African-Funk show called Afro 
Hi-Life. 
“I’ve been wanting to do this 
show for a while,” Williams said. 
“I play a lot of African-Funk and 
Psychedelic Rock from the 70s 
and 80s.” 
In Afro Hi-Life, Williams 
explores the influence and 
blending of African American 
music styles on African music.  
“There was this blending that 
kind of took place between soul 
like James Brown with stuff like 
Hi-Life and more traditional 
African music styles,” Williams 
said. 
Furthermore, Williams looks 
to address social and political 
themes in every show. He does 
so with his words—about 20 
percent of his show is him 
talking—as well as through the 
music he plays. Williams also 
includes sound clips from other 
shows or videos that he plays over 
the music. Recent themes include 
the water crisis in Africa and the 
Syrian Refugee crises.  
“After I’ve found all the music, 
I’ll see if there are any political 
messages in it and try to use that 
as a starting point to try and talk 
about a current event or issue,” 
Williams said.  
Williams often uses Fela Kuti, 
a Nigerian musician and human 
rights activist, as a jumping-off 
point for his show. 
“There are a lot of political 
messages in his music, so a lot of 
times I’ll just take the message 
from one of his songs and kind 
of apply it to a social issue,” 
Williams said. 
Williams believes that it is 
important for DJs to find a 
message that they can incorporate 
into their show. 
“It’s something we’ve been 
trying to stress this year at 
KUPS, to say something deeper 
with your music,” Williams said. 
“I think it’s really important 
because it makes your show more 
unique and individual because 
anyone could play the music 
you’re playing but not everyone 
has the same viewpoint or ideas 
about the music.”  
Currently, Williams is hosting 
Afro Hi-Life on Sundays from 
2-3 p.m. He occasionally DJs at 
local venues around Tacoma, but 
mostly goes on after the main act. 
“The last thing I DJed was Freak 
Vibe, but I just kind of played a 
DJ set after the main headlining 
artists. Hopefully I’ll try to work 
up to be one of the headlining 
artists and get to play my own 
music instead of other people’s 
music,” he said. 
Williams hopes to continue 
DJing well into the future, 
although he does not expect it to 
be his main source of income. He 
nevertheless hopes to expand his 
career in upcoming years. 
“If everything went to plan, 
I would keep producing music 
and ideally one of my friends’ 
record labels will blow up and 
start getting a lot of coverage,” 
Williams said. “Hopefully I’ll be 
able to start DJing more concerts 
and real venues in Seattle. I’m 
definitely going to try to be a part 
of the scene as long as I can.” 
DJ Feature:   Jack Williams ALBUM REVIEW
... in Tacoma
Brave Miss World
Drama, Documentary, 
Biography |  2016
NR. 1hr 28min
DIRECTOR: Cecilia Peck
*Director in attendance*
In collaboration with the University of Puget Sound 
and the University of Washington ,Tacoma, the Grand 
Cinema is hosting the film Brave Miss World.  The docu-
mentary recounts the story of Miss Isreal Linor Abargil 
who was abducted, raped and stabbed six weeks before 
attending the Miss World pageant, where she was later 
crowned.  The film explores the trauma of sexual assault 
through one young woman’s journey from teenage rape 
victim, to Miss World, to empowered lawyer and activist. 
MORE INFORMATION AT:  grandcinema.com
DATE: Monday, Nov. 23
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
Vans to and from Grand 
Cinema in front of Diversions
at 6 p.m.
COST: $8
Pier Peer 
Around 
Tacoma
DATE: Saturday, 
Nov. 14 at Point Defiance Marina OR 
Dec. 5 at Foss Waterway Seaport
TIME: 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
COST: $8
*Pre registration required*
SIGN UP AT: metroparkstacoma.org/calendar
An aquatic night-time adventure as you explore 
hundreds of mysterious life forms below the docks with 
experienced naturalists! See and touch creatures brought 
up from the deep by local divers. Participate in a 
plankton tow. After this exciting outdoor adventure, 
we’ll go inside to warm up, drink hot cocoa and talk 
about what we saw. Dress for the weather—the docks 
can be wet—and bring your own flashlights. We provide 
life jackets as well as scoops to catch sea creatures. 
Bring a flashlight or headlamp.
Jack Williams:  DJ for KUPS and local Tacoma spaces and parties.
PHOTO BY SARAH ROGOWSKY
PAGE DESIGN/BRIANNA BOLTON
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Inside, the enticing smells of churros 
and burritos filled the busy air.  It was the 
Tacoma Art Museum’s 11th annual Dia 
De Los Muertos community festival, and 
if the lively crowd was any indication, the 
event was a success. 
According to a statement made by 
Amanda Diaz, president of Latinos 
Unidos, the celebratory nature of this day 
is in lieu of the belief that “the gates of 
heaven are opened at midnight on Oct. 
31, and the spirits of all deceased children 
(angelitos) are allowed to reunite with 
their families for 24 hours,” and the next 
day signifies adults doing the same.  
Created by the indigenous people 
of central and southern Mexico, it is 
a celebration of the goddess of death 
Mictecacihuatl and the Catholic holiday 
All Souls and All Saints Day and creates 
a chance to celebrate with loved ones 
spanning down from generation to 
generation.  Here, the collision of life and 
death came in a burst of color.  Walking 
in, Rene Julio’s colossal sand painting 
embodied this, with skulls fanning out 
from what looked almost like a landscape 
of greenery.  Families created bone-filled 
linocuts amid displays of prints with 
traditional images of the happy dead.  The 
consequences of the day’s costume contest 
swam among the crowd, with couples and 
families alike donning elaborate outfits 
and skeletal makeup. 
After a performance by Mariachi Lucero, 
the traditional Aztec dance group Danza 
Quetzalcoatl de Olympia provided a 
fantastic performance of traditional dances 
that had been passed down for centuries. 
“Every step means something,” Wendy 
Guzman, drummer for the troupe and 
daughter of troupe leader Norma Herrera, 
said, and they haven’t altered a single move 
from these traditional dances.  They tell 
stories, and one can gather a great sense 
of the narrative quality of their moves 
when watching the four-feathered dancers 
stomp in and out of each other’s proximity 
to the swelling, dynamic drums, hailing 
upwards with their hands and emphasizing 
climactic moments with quick shouts. 
Everything about their performance 
was intricate, from the massive, densely 
decorated headdresses that fanned out 
several feet, to the tightness and variation 
of their synchronized movements. 
 Most of them had made the costumes 
themselves, with love and care for the 
dense symbolism painted onto each one. 
Herrera explained that the pair of blue 
hummingbirds across the bottom piece of 
her outfit represented her, how the exact 
date and time of her birth determined what 
color and animal was with her throughout 
the day. 
“And for the night, I have the coyote,” 
she said with a satisfied snarl.   
 A grin spread across Guzman’s face as 
she explained how she made her drum 
herself, shaving off all of the bark and 
carving it from a single, massive tree trunk. 
“We call him Grandpa, and you’ve got to 
respect Grandpa,” she said. 
The main attraction of the day, however, 
was the overwhelming number of altars 
spanning multiple floors of the exhibit. 
All were created by members of the 
Tacoma community. Each altar provoked 
a complex feeling that was different than 
the one provoked by any other, and these 
distinctions showed just how intimate and 
personal a collection of objects could be. 
Photos of dead loved ones amid foods and 
objects they loved communicated a sort of 
interaction among the living and the dead. 
One couldn’t help but think, someone 
put these there for the dead, someone 
who knew them so intimately they knew 
exactly what candy and brand of lipstick to 
put under their picture frame.   
Though nearly all the works felt intensely 
personal, some were political as well. 
A highlight was the cleverly rendered 
altar for Graffiti artist who had passed, 
built upon a stepladder and brimming 
with stylized graffiti art, paint cans and 
equipment that served not only as a 
memorial to the artists themselves, but the 
art that had been callously sprayed over in 
white and beige.   
An especially hard-hitting work was 
dedicated to trans women of color who 
have died in the past year, their young faces 
smiling among bead and lace.  
A massive altar dedicated to the children 
who died in Gaza steeped the atmosphere 
in a weight so heavy one could feel the 
crushing in their chest just as they passed.  
Regardless of scale, all commemorations 
of the dead, or invitations to let them back 
in, were valid that day.  A bony community 
altar commemorating dead pets stood not 
too far from an altar commemorating the 
death of Latin Culture itself.  One work, 
fittingly, had a cheeky, suited paper-maché 
skeleton holding up a piece commenting 
on the appropriation of Dia De Los 
Muertos.  Our own Latinos Unidos club 
on campus usually has an exhibition 
during this festival, but this year found it 
more important to make their voices heard 
on campus with their Death of Diversity 
altar set up in the Student Center.  
“The Death of Diversity is a Political 
Statement,” Diaz said. “We as students 
from marginalized backgrounds feel 
like we are both living and dead because 
we are ignored, invisible and seemingly 
unimportant to our campus community.”  
The altar gave acknowledgement to 
several marginalized groups and significant 
figures in Latin culture.   
“Day of the Dead is becoming very 
popular in the U.S.— perhaps because we 
don’t have a way to celebrate and honor 
our dead,” Diaz said.    
The mixed display of solemnity and joy 
at the Art Museum’s festival showed a 
glimpse of just how fulfilling and cathartic 
such a celebration can be.  Participate with 
love and respect, and it can help carry one 
through the chilly winter months as they 
find harmony within the deaths and lives 
they are a part of. 
Tacoma Art Museum’s 11th annual Dia de los Muertos 
festival combines celebration and commemoration
(Right) An altar 
commemorating the deaths 
of trans women of color 
during the past year.
(Left) Traditonal Linocut 
on display, no credit found. 
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Sand Painting by Rene Julio
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DEATH &
COLOR
The lobby entrance of the Tacoma Art museum was bustling with life.  Animated children, their faces painted into colorful death masks, chattered and scampered, many of them fixed with fascination by their own additions to the scattered explosion of chalk art that created the day’s sidewalk scenery.
By Georgia Diamond Gustavson
